ORION STAR TEMPLES OF NIVENEH

The illustration will show that the Orion constellation has amazing alignments of various celestial ley-lines that correspond to several gates of the city and where the ancient temples were situated. In one interpretation, the various ley-lines to include the Galactic Equator can configure a ‘cross’. Thus, the ‘Cross of Orion’ is befitting of the
Christ figure that Orion depicts as a hidden motif. It would make sense that such a fierce predatory race as the Assyrians would chose Orion as its motif to layout their capital and king as it was associated with the ‘Mighty Hunter’. The city and its king echoed the attributes of a rebellious contender against YHVH, that of Nimrod. As noted,
from a top view, the entire ancient city layout is construed to mirror the constellation of Orion. The Orion alignment is at 33 degrees from the horizon and the motif or pattern is slanted and in reversed order. This fulcrum pivots Orion to the Palace of Ashur-Banipal. The Nergal Gate is perhaps the most elaborate, stunning and majestic of
the gates. This gate corresponds to the archery of the Orion pattern.

The Orion Star of Rigel corresponds to the Mosul Grand Mosque.
The Celestial Equator correlates to mote and Tigris River. The
entire ‘backside’ of Orion appears to run along the Khosr River.
The main temples atop Senna-Cherib’s fortress lends credibility
to this hypothesis. For example, the main Palace and center of
power, the throne room mirrors the exact spot that the Cosmic
Serpent is aligned with given the Orion Belt Stars. In particular, the
angle from the great Star of Alnitak is at a 33-degree angle to the
Dragon Nebula. This is the same angle the entire Orion pattern is
superposed over Nineveh.
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